
CLIMATE ACTION 
Climate Action in the context of Radical Transformational

Leadership for Social Impact (RTL Impact) is fueled by

values of dignity, unity, and courage, working to generate

a restored future where humanity lives in a way that

benefits the planet and its inhabitants through both

immediate and long-term results. 

As Figueras and Rivett-Carnac begin their book, The

Future We Choose, “The world is on fire, from the Amazon

to California, from Australia to the Siberian Arctic. The

hour is late, and the moment of consequence, so long

delayed, is now upon us. Do we watch the world burn, or

do we choose to do what is necessary to achieve a

different future?” 

RTL Impact exists to provide tested, powerful tools to

serve as antidotes to despair, paralysis, and partial and

scattered solutions.

“I choose joy over despair. Not because I have my

head in the sand, but because joy is what the earth

gives me daily and I must return the gift.” -Robin Wall

Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass

Shifting society’s approach to the climate crisis will take

cultural and systems shifts that inform what actions we

take and how we approach this vitally important work.

When we work collectively to shift our systems and

cultures, consciously align and coordinate solutions to

drive toward the outcomes and impact we envision for

our communities and planet, and shift how we do our

work, climate action can be a substantive force for

dignity and restoration.

1&2 Joanna Macy, The Great Turning

https://www.ecoliteracy.org/article/great-turning
https://www.ecoliteracy.org/article/great-turning


Increase in new partnerships and alignment of solutions across counties, regions, states, and countries

and sectors/issues

Increase in decisions made that benefit people and planet

Inclusion of traditional ecological knowledge in restoration approaches and decision making

Continual decrease in fossil fuel emissions & greenhouse gases

Continual increase in energy generated from clean, renewable sources

Increased use of regenerative farming methods and establishment of local food chains

Ocean temperatures decrease to normal range

Biodiversity is maintained or increased

Ecosystem functions are sufficient to support life

Within the Radical Transformational Leadership framework, one of the essential components in designing

and implementing your specific project is to identify the immediate and long-term goals and outcomes you

are working towards. Below, we have shared just a few examples of the process goals and outcomes

identified in the focus area of Climate Action.

Process Goals for Climate Action 

Increased number of people taking action in their homes, workplaces, and communities to support

environmental health.

Outcome Goals for Climate Action

“...one began to hear whispers of the unthinkable: It was game over. But was that true, or might it

possibly be game on?” - Paul Hawken, Drawdown: The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed to

Reverse Global Warming

 C L I M A T E  A C T I O N

R T L  I M P A C T  P R O G R A M  F O C U S  A R E A

EXAMPLES OF OUTCOMES AND RELATED GOALS

In the upcoming RTL Impact cohort, individuals involved in Climate Action in all roles and levels of leadership are

invited to select this special focus area. Participants will have access to supported sessions between the program

meetings to engage in focused discussions with peers in the field of Climate Action and receive support in

applying the RTL framework to transforming our planet for both immediate and long-term results. 


